Modal Verbs Printable Modals Exercises And Worksheets
m006 - modal verbs - english-grammar - english-grammar key fill in the blanks using must, mustn’t, don’t
have to, should, shouldn’t, might, can, can’t ! 1. rose and ted must be good players. they have won hundreds
of cups ! 2. you don’t have to pay to use the library. m002 - modal verbs - english-grammar - englishgrammar m002 modal verbs fill in the blanks with a modal form from the box ! can – can’t - could – couldn’t didn’t need to - must – modal verbs | can, may, must, have to - e-grammar - key to exercises a you
mustn't/can't park she may/can agree with it. we have to tidy you must help me can you see you needn't
worry we don't have to be modals - pearson education - modals are those helping verbs, which express the
‘mode’ or ‘manner’ of the actions indicated by the main verbs. they express modes such as ability, possibility,
probability, permission, obligation, etc. the most commonly used modals are shall, should, will, would, can,
could, may, might, must, ought to, used to, need and dare. verbs (2) modal verbs (03) modal verbs: in
context 2 min - 1. the most polite modal verb to ask for permission is „may‟. true false 2. we use „to‟
between a modal verb and another verb. true false 3. we can use the future with modal verbs. true false 4.
„could‟ is the past of „can‟. true false match each situation on the left to a modal verb on the right. situation
modal verb esercizi 18 aprile 2011 - modals - modal verbs complete the sentences with the correct form of
must, have to, or should ... microsoft word - esercizi 18 aprile 2011 - modals author: administrator created
date: 3/4/2011 6:29:52 pm ... english grammar | modal auxiliary verbs - modal verbs can, may, must we
use the modal verbs can, may, must in the english language to express various meanings - ability, possiblity,
permission, attitudes, opinions, etc. modal (auxiliary) verb can 1. can is used to describe the ability to do
something. i can swim very well. modalverbs: structure& use - universidad veracruzana - modalverbs:
structure& use. what are modal verbs? ... modal verbs are followed by an infinitive without to. form modal
verbs do not have all the tenses modal verbs use other verbs to complete the tenses can is completed with be
able to must is completed with have to modal verbs can, can't, could, couldn't - esltower - modal verbs
can, can't, could, couldn't complete the sentences with the modals can, can't, could, couldn’t. 1. when tom was
16, he was a fast runner. he _____ run 200 metres in 22 seconds. a) can b) could c) can’t d) couldn’t 2. i'm
afraid i _____ come to your party next saturday. using modal auxiliary verbs - hunter college - using
modal auxiliary verbs a verb is the part of speech that expresses action, condition, or being. verbs change
form to indicate person, number, tense, voice, and mood. the main verb of a sentence is often preceded by
one or more auxiliary or helping verbs, which together form a complete verb. auxiliary verbs can and could englishforeveryone - can and could a modal auxiliary verb is used to modify the mood of a verb. here is a
list of the modal auxiliary verbs: can: “can ” is used to express ability, willingness, permission, or possibility.
the negative of can is “cannot” or the contraction “can’t”. example: i can cook dinner. start i he he is you in
- games to learn english - start 1. i to school every day. i am a student. 2. i to school on sunday. 3. he .he is
only 14. 4. you before the plane takes off. 5. you in the school the modal hotel - teach-this - modal verbs of
obligation and prohibition aim to use modal verbs of obligation and prohibition to make rules for guests and
staff in a hotel. preparation make one copy of the worksheet for each student. level pre-intermediate time 35
minutes introduction in this intriguing worksheet activity, students use modal verbs of modal verbs of
obligation exercise - autoenglish - modal verbs of obligation exercise a check through the different uses.
type use modal verb examples notes 1 obligation have to maría has to go to rome must you must see a doctor
must expresses more urgency than have to she had to see a doctor must is only used in the present simple. 2
no obligation don't have to he doesn't have to go “it´s your choice” 3 prohibition mustn't you mustn't ...
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